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Polychrome artefacts and paintings represent a crucial field of investigation to our
understanding of the socio-cultural contexts in ancient Mediterranean over a long time span,
from the Bronze Age to the late Hellenistic period. Painted documents from the early historical
periods in Greece are extremely rare and precious. The real-time LANDIS-X scanner [1] was
used for an in situ investigation at the National Archaeological Museum of Athens of the socalled Pitsa panels, four painted wooden panels dated to the Archaic period (540-530 BC) [2].
These artworks are the earliest surviving painted wooden panels hitherto known and represent
a source of information of inestimable importance for the history of Western painting.
The paintings were executed on thin wooden panels, over a white preparation of gesso (calcium
sulphate) using a variety of pigments, including carbon black, calcium carbonate white,
Egyptian blue, red and yellow ochre, cinnabar, orpiment and realgar. The application of MAXRF imaging spectroscopy on the painted surface of the tablets brought to light extremely
interesting information regarding both the distribution of pigments in the compositions and their
identification. Moreover, the association of certain minor/trace elements with mineral pigments
was revealed, whereas the thickness and the elemental chemical profile of different paint layers
was estimated by means of a full quantitative description of the respective cumulative MAXRF spectra [3]. Elemental mapping of copper, iron, mercury and arsenic allowed us to
distinguish iconographic elements that were not visible with naked eye, considerably enhancing
our evaluation and interpretation of those unique testimonia of Archaic painting
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